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“LILLY NOBLE & ACTUAL MAGIC”!
Move over Harry Potter, Lilly Noble is in the house!!

!

Nurse by day, Phoenix author by night, Deborah McTiernan brings
JK Rowling’s Harry Potter to America through Lilly Noble.!

!

According to nine year old Kenna of Sedona, Arizona, a huge fan
of the Harry Potter books and movies, “Ms McTiernan’s Lilly
Noble is better than Harry Potter.”!

!

Arizona author, Deborah McTiernan, a life long fan of fairy tales,
myth, and magic, has written what just may be the Next Big Thing in
Young Adult Paranormal literature.!

!

After the collision claimed her mother’s life and left her with a
memory full of holes, thirteen year old Lilly Noble is sent away to
boarding school on the gloomy island of Raven’s Landing, Maine. When
she meets the hypnotically charming and strangely intense Murosky
Skaggs, Lilly’s search for the truth beneath his lies causes her life
to take a thrilling and terrifying twist. !

!

What she doesn’t realize is the closer she gets to revealing his dark
secret, the closer she comes to regaining her memory and unmasking her
mother’s murderer. Lilly’s quest for answers puts her and those
around her in mortal danger, and once she starts down that path, there
is no turning back from her destiny, if she can survive.!

!

“Lilly Noble & Actual Magic” has already received several Five-Star
reviews on Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Lilly-Noble-Actual-Seriesebook/product-reviews/B00D0DD97U/ref=dp_top_cm_cr_acr_txt?
ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=1!

!

“Lilly Noble & Actual Magic” is available on Amazon.com. Soft bound
editions retail for $14.99. All Ebook formats available for $5.99 on
Amazon.com and the author’s website at www.deborahmctiernan.com.!

!

$1 from the sale of every book is donated to the Actual Magic
Scholarship Foundation for graduating high school seniors. $1000
scholarships awarded for essays about integrity, and how it affects
our lives.!
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